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One time a friend from Australia, Will, came on a trip to Mexico for a few months; I took
him places that a tourist would probably visit when in Mexico City: Downtown,
Coyoacán, Chapultepec, Roma, Condesa and places kinda striking in the eyes of a
foreigner. I also took him to museums. I liked the idea that he was passionate about
history. When we went, for example, to the Anthropology museum, he asked me who the
Olmecs were, who had built such   large and heavy heads and above all what their main
function had been in that distant time for the Olmec culture. Naturally, I did not know
anything about that. I told him that he better read the infographics translated into
English and that he would find the answer there. On occasions, when we visited other
museums, I had to act as a translator-a bad translator- of the explanations given by the
infographics since there was no text in English. For some reason, one day I was too busy,
so Will went to the Chapultepec Castle, which had caused him great interest thanks to a
magazine review he had read in his native Melbourne about: “10 places you have to visit
in Mexico before you die ”.

Unfortunately for him, when I asked him about his experience of visiting the castle, he was somewhat disappointed and
he said: ``It was good, I just didn't like that there was no explanation in English to understand more about the history of
that place " . He always carried a small notebook with him where he wrote down his impressions, and that afternoon, he
showed me the page where he was supposed to talk about his experience in the castle. In it, Will had put dozens of
question marks scattered all over the page.

I am aware that one could fall into some complacency if all the museums,
or at least most of the museums administered and managed by the 4th
transformation (name given to the government of the current president)
had a text in Spanish and another in English (later a French friends would
arrive, also disappointed and perhaps annoyed because there were no texts
in French); others, without a doubt, would question it as it has happened in
the last three years. Let's face it, nowadays, any movement within an
institution or a cultural space is susceptible to falling into interpretations
by certain individuals or groups that take something that has nothing to do
with them as offense, and that also social networks encourage their users
more and more to continue to think that writing their opinions in a virtual
box is synonymous with expressing their freedom, but that is another
matter. What appears as context, is that one of the great difficulties of
cultural spaces today is that the viewer does not feel like a foreigner. It
would not only be about the situation where a spectator arrives at a
museum where the language seems indecipherable, but also opens the
approach to the composition of a cultural space in which, whether or not it
allows, the necessary conditions for the viewer to establish a dialogue with
a work.

Hundreds of times I have read in art books, listened to artists and curators the special impetus in offering an alternative
to the viewer for the enrichment of a critical judgment in relation to the form and content of a work of art; I have heard
of multidisciplinary spaces that promote dialogue tables between specialists; spaces where they promote the exhibition
of emerging artists; cultural managers who speak of deconstruction, deterritorialization and more eloquent concepts
that are beyond my comprehension; What happens in practice, when an ordinary spectator enters a gallery? That's
where I think of Will, of his fateful frustration, and of anyone who might be walking in a cultural space. Because to make
matters worse, sometimes the viewer feels intimidated by a room where there are three pieces of metal that represent
the fragmentation of the human being in the face of postmodernity and with good reason, the viewer runs out of the
room saying: “This is not art ”. It is true that the viewer has an emotional and intellectual responsibility in relation to the
work, but it is also in this short writing to reflect on the possibilities that allow the viewer to stay - even a little longer
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and not run away - to look at a work of art in a cultural space. That is why I bring up my friend Will and his feeling of
feeling confused and lost in the castle of Chapultepec, and also from my own experience when I usually visit cultural
spaces where I have also felt a foreigner, and frankly at times, stupid.

The next time Will comes to Mexico, I have a fervent desire to
take him, weather permitting, to Oaxaca. Take him to traditional
places, let him taste grasshoppers, tlayudas, mole coloradito, take
him drinking tejate, mezcal, pulque, and of course, considering
that Will is a history buff, take him explore archaeological sites,
museums, and cultural spaces. Matamoros 404 would be one of
the cultural spaces that of course would take him. How will he feel
when he visits the space: comfortable, confused, curious or lost?
Will his notebook contain ideas, thoughts, descriptions,
experiences, or question marks?
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